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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
By Alan Winer

Welcome New Members
FOG Officers & Contacts
Thru December 31, 2014
Alan Winer, Trustee
President and Membership Chair
alanwiner1@gmail.com
8311 C.R. 208
Saint Augustine, FL 32092

David (Sr.) & Mary Beth Kenny live
in Miami. They own a 1964 Cabriolet SC
and are the original owners with European delivery in Zuffenhausen. Contact at
305-865-7035.
Robert & Sandra Hartley are from Green
Cove Springs. He has been a Porsche
enthusiast for many years. Contact at
904-284-8985.

Pete Bartelli, Trustee
Vice-President & Event Chair
peterbartelli@hotmail.com
Lee Payne, Trustee
Treasurer
leempayne@cfl.rr.com
John Reker
Secretary & Insurance Chair
jreker@cfl.rr.com
1660 Joeline Court
Winter Park, FL 32789
Speedster Jack Kasmer, Trustee
Email Coordinator
fog356club@comcast.net
Jamie Poole. Trustee
rare356@gmail.com
Past Presidents of FOG
Frank Hood: 2011 - 2013
Mike Davis: 2010 – 2011
John Reker: 2007 – 2010
Kirk Stowers: 2003 – 2007
Rich Williams: 1993 - 2003

Paul & Kay Daly live in McAlpin, FL.
He is a vintage car enthusiast. Contact at
386-963-3440.
Welcome Back Returning Members
Vincent Vuong resides in Jacksonville. His
contact is 904-434-5510.
Jon Meigs is from Green Cove Springs.
Contact at 904-284-8721.
Gary Dockman is from Sanibel. Contact
him at 239-312-4181.

Driving Update
By Dennis Brunotte

We are now half way through our contest
year, and this month we can report four
drivers with well over 1,000 miles. Unlike
many snowbirds who watch as their cars
are loaded onto the auto carrier to return
north, Alex Dearborn chose to drive his
roadster all the way to Maine. That sets up
his current leader standing. Steve Bamdas
added a bundle of miles, notwithstanding
the fact that the hidden wire to his starter was broken and every restart required a
push. Dick Weiss of Cincinnati cranked out
a bunch of miles in freezing weather and
no heater, and I’m just back from a stint at
the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota but have still
managed over 600 “double-vision” miles
(seemingly fighting twice the traffic!).

The following is the list of mileage leaders
to this point:
Alex Dearborn Osprey 4,420
Steve Bamdas Lighthouse Point 2,624
Jack Kasmer Sebring 1,744
John Reker Winter Park 1,461
John Lovejoy Jacksonville 928
Randy Gananathan W. Palm Beach 853
John Boles Estero 804
Dennis Brunotte Naples 668
Glenn Long Dunnellon 657
Dick Weiss Cincinnati, OH 535
James Spears Madeira Beach 424
Bob Ross Englewood 253

Local Events and Tours

One of the major benefits of owning a 356 is the opportunity to meet and socialize with a truly
marvelous group of people–our fellow 356 owners. Since the long distances in Florida make it difficult for many members to attend statewide events, we have developed a system of local breakfasts
and/or driving tours to keep our members in touch with each other.
Central Florida (Orlando area): Breakfast first Saturday of every month. Lunch tours occasionally,
but not on a fixed schedule. To receive notice/reminders of both the breakfasts and the lunch tours
send an email to John Reker at JReker@cfl.rr.com or call at (407) 629-0248.
Northeast Florida (Jacksonville area): Get together first Saturday of every month. Location varies.
Contact Jim Voss at vossjax@bellsouth.net or at (904) 529-1398.

The FOGLight is the official
publication of the Porsche 356
Florida Owners Group (FOG). It
is published in even-numbered
months. Send articles, photos
and suggestions to: Janis Croft,
Webmaster / FOGlight Editor at
jlcfog@gmail.com

Northwest Florida: Looking for a volunteer to organize local events. Please contact Pete Bartelli
at peterbartelli@hotmail.com
Southeast Florida: First Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at Cucina dell’ Arte, 257 Royal Poinciana Way, Palm Beach, FL. Phone: 561 655 0770. Indoor and Outdoor seating options. Free parking
in front of restaurant. RSVP if attending to Randy Gananathan at rdganathan@gmail.com.
Southwest Florida (Sarasota area): Last Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at First Watch Restaurant at the Publics Plaza located on University Parkway, just east of 1-75 (exit 213). This draws
FOGies from Naples to Tampa. Contact Bob Ross at (941) 492-5214 or bobross517@gmail.com
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Presidentʼs Perspective

SEEKING HELP
My friend Norm came to visit us this past March. He and
his wife came out of the frozen northlands where Janis and
I used to live. He brought with him his new deluxe model
metal detector (which would indicate the type of metal and
object depth) with the hope of finding buried treasure along
Florida’s beaches. He had scoured the woods where he lived,
searching for what I’m not sure, but the beaches were his
promised land.

pump, hold, release” seems to be the only solution to those
pesky air bubbles that cling in the over the transaxle hoop
and delight in causing frustration.
The first time I asked Janis to
ride the lift for a brake bleed,
I told her “about 20 minutes”that turned into over an hour.
The second time I asked her
I told her I had it down, 30
minutes max and that fiasco was
well over an hour plus. The next
time I asked for her brake bleeding assistance she came out to
the shop with a power bar, bottle
of water and a book.

When he first acquired his new deluxe metal detector he
was having problems, the detector would constantly give
erroneous signals. Nothing he did seemed to resolve the
problem. So out of frustration he called customer service.
They reviewed every possibility with him-nothing seemed
to resolve the issue. Finally, after a lengthy and frustrating
investigation and by some sort of luck, it was discovered that
Norm had been wearing steel toe boots. Problem solved.

And then there is the important help that sets you back on the
right track. I use to have a sign over my bench; it read “Good
Enough is Never Good Enough.” Just recently while installing windshield trim I accidentally slipped and put a small
dent into the aluminum. Not wanting to remove and most
likely destroy the trim, I sanded and polished it in place. I
convinced myself that it was hardly visible. But a few days
later a friend stopped by the shop and when he looked at the
uninstalled windshield on the bench, he went right to the
spot and said, “What happened here?” Yes, the trim came
out. It would have glared at me forever. Perhaps I need to
rehang that sign.

My point is that it’s not the repair that is difficult; it’s usually
the diagnosis. And this is true of our attempts to repair our
356s. The procedure of diagnostics is the key to successful
repairs. Most of us are not trained Porsche mechanics and
therefore at some point we need to seek help.
Help is a good thing and it comes in varying levels. There
is the professional mechanic, the experienced friend who
knows more than you, the friend who thinks he knows more
than you, and the very important helpful hand-aka “the third
hand.” With difficult issues I have contacted friends that are
in the profession of repairing these critters. Describing and
evaluating a mechanical condition over the phone has the
attributes of a radio call-in photo contest. Amazingly these
guys sometimes hit the solution on the head. Requests for
help on our friendly technical forums can result in suggestions that make you wonder if your question was posted as
written but for the most part there is valuable information
conveyed. And then, there’s the friend who comes over to
help but instead you end up staring at the problem while the
beer and conversation become the emphasis.

And a while later Norm was having additional trouble with
his metal detector. So again he called customer service and
said, “I have a stupid question”. The response was, “Don’t
feel stupid honey. Some guy called a while ago and couldn’t
get his metal detector to work because he was wearing steel
toe boots!”
OTHER SERIOUS MATTERS
The trustees have selected Jamie Poole to fill the vacant
trustee position. Thank you Jamie for your involvement. For
an introduction to Jamie, see page 4.

For me the most used, and perhaps most abused, is the spousal
third hand. Janis has been an integral part of many restoration and repair projects, ranging from teaching me the theory
of “fabric darts” while installing a headliner to helping me
stretch that unforgiving seal around the windshield.

Please notify the membership chairman (me) if your address,
phone or email has changed. Undeliverable emails causes
Jack to become distracted from Thumper.

Probably the most common spousal assist project is brake
bleeding. Sure, many of us have the Power Bleeder or the
vacuum gismo which work great for a brake fluid change.
But when you open the system for rebuild or repair, someone
sitting in the car, up on the lift, that you can yell out “pump,

And, the 2014 GOF Tech Quiz with
answers has been posted on
the website under Past and
Special Events/GOF2014.
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Welcome New Trustee
My name is Jamie Poole and
I joined FOG approximately 14 years ago. Although
I just turned 46 years old in
May, I have been acquainted with my 356 for the past
43 years. In mid-September 1961, a heavily optioned
356-B, Karmann hardtop
coupe (knotchback) in light
ivory, was delivered to Oy
Volkswagen in Helsinki,
Finland. Seven years later this car made its way to Durham,
NC after first passing through Santa Barbara, CA, and participating in the 1965 Porsche parade. My Grandfather, John
F. King was a highly skilled machinist who had a love for
cars and wanted to purchase something unique so in 1968 he
chose this Porsche over a Volvo and paid the original owner
$1,500.

up but there was no way it would make it from Durham to
Florida with swollen brake lines, leaky carbs and a slipping
clutch, but we did manage to drive it to a hauler who delivered the car to FL. Gary McCallum at Dave White’s went
through the car’s mechanicals and discovered that with
the exception of some tune up parts, everything on the car
was original and unrestored. Replacing what was needed
for the sake of safety and performance, I was soon on the
road. Around the year 2000, I met Joe Vatter from German
Tech, and the late Kent Rawson and Gary Kempton during
a FOG event at Kent’s collection and a short time later, I
made the decision to have the car cosmetically restored at
GK Restorations. Fortunately, this was a time when restorations of high quality were still reasonably priced and my car
was finished before insanity ensued. Since its return, I have
driven the car as often as the weather allows and in 2010
after passing 100,000 miles, I finally decided to have a stock
rebuild performed on the 1600 Super engine whose halves
had never been separated.

Fast forward to 1998, my grandfather was battling with some
health issues and the car had been sitting in a barn out back
for 6 years with no use. After a series of discussions, my
grandfather decided he wanted me to have the car, which I
had grown to cherish since my first ride at three years old.
With a new battery and some fresh gas the engine fired right

I have met many of you at past FOG events and those I have
not; I hope to do so at future events. We have a fantastic
group of enthusiasts and we all have a story to tell about the
cars we cherish and I thank you all for letting me share a
portion of mine. I look forward to assisting FOG to the best
of my ability over the next several years.

VIEW FROM THE PASSENGER’S SEAT
Hi, I am Diana Williams, a lot of the new members don’t know me. Janis has graciously said she would publish what I call,
my inane drivel! And I encourage other’s to submit their views, because although I drove the 356s constantly, I spent a lot
of time in the co-pilot’s seat, as have many of you. As background, my beloved husband co-founded FOG and he is mightily pleased at all it does, new members, etc. He is in heaven driving a 356, but if he gets stuck on a cloud, I don’t know how
he will get going again without me pushing the car!
Don’t be offended by my flippancy, I am English and humor is how we deal with life. Flash back to 44 years ago. Rich was
an Air Force officer back from southeast Asia. We drove to Miami in his ‘58 Cab (Victoria). Returning, while on Alligator
Alley, she broke down. Rich tinkered with her by the side of the Alley and then asked me to push her. Now, I weighed 104
pounds at that time and had never pushed a car in my life. So, of course, I pushed (love makes a person do weird things,
right?). So he gets Victoria started with me pushing and promptly accelerates, leaving me to fall to the ground and get dirty
bleeding knees.
Fast forward to when Rich bought Lady, the ‘62 coupe. For whom he built an 850-square foot garage. When we purchased
Lady, she was white (In another article I will give you the continuing saga of Lady who is now loved by Christoph and
Gaby Brehme in Germany). Rich had her restored to the way she was when she was in the factory, Bali Blue, with original
color interior. It took quite a while and a fair bit of $$$. So Rich is beaming proudly at Lady, admiring her renovation and,
particularly, the body work. And I said sweetly “Yes, dear, and if you put that amount of money into MY body, I’d look that
good, too! Drive those cars. And keep the faith.
Editor’s Note: We decided to start a new column written from the significant’s or spouse’s point of view. I’m sure many of
you have some great stories about the adventures of living with someone who owns a 356. Please jot them down and send
them to jlcfog@gmail.com. Thanks to Diana for the idea and column’s title.
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The Last Runoff

by Charles Christopher
Photography by Greg Gorchinsky
sessions were almost total washouts as rain and strong winds
kept participation to a minimum. When not out on track and
weather permitting the Troysport crew continued to work
with the Roadster’s suspension in anticipation of the championship races with the F/P class set for Saturday at 4:00 pm.

The Road America racing circuit, located near Elkhart
Lake, Wisconsin, was the scene for the Sports Car Club of
America’s National Runoffs. This years fall edition marked
the 50th Anniversary of the celebration of sports cars and
racing. With a record number of entrants from each of the
nine regions, the first day, Monday, began at 8:00am with
a daylong schedule of practice for each of the 31 classes.
Qualifying heats were held over the next three days with
the championship races starting Friday morning and lasting
through Sunday.

Saturday morning came rain free but the temperature started
cold and only got colder even with the sun shining. The days
festivities began with the singing of the National Anthem
over the pa system while the three safety vehicles, with flags
flying, toured the track on their inspection prior to the start
of the days racing. In the Troysport ‘paddock on the corner’
the morning was spent finalizing all of the myriad pre race
preparations necessary for a championship final. The hours
passed, slow at first but as race time approached the pace
of time quickened and it was time to start the Roadster, get
the 1610cc flat four warmed up to operating temperature
and proceed to the grid. Then it happened ...wiz, bang, pop
...clutch pedal to the floor, no resistance equals broken cable
which equals no clutch! The race? Over before it began. For
many of us that would be true but, for a driver as skilled
as Sid Collins, there were options. The first was obviously
not to start but that didn’t sit well. The second was to start
the race run some laps then retire thereby changing the dns
to a dnf. Not so good either. The third option was to race.
Yeah, let’s go and so Sid in the Roadster headed for the grid,
in reverse gear, on the road that had been clogged all day
with fans, cars and other odd assorted vehicles. Once to the
grid, #60 was positioned lower than the original qualifying position but that was of little consequence and once they
reached the track it was time to race.

Making the long trek from the Troysport facility in Orlando to Road America for his third National Runoff was Sid
Collins competing with his 1960 356 Roadster in the F
Production class. Performing pit crew duties were veteran
SCCA and Porsche racer Curt Zitza and Troysport wrench
Jonathon Ziegler, and as the events of the week unfolded
they were kept very busy in the ‘corner paddock’.
The first qualifying session for F Production started at
10:40am Tuesday morning and set the tone for the rest of
the week ahead when the front passenger side wheel had an
unexpected meeting with an unburied section of the curb
going into the kink which shifted the Roadster to the middle
of the track, the nose now aimed at the steel Armco. Steering
corrections swung the rear of the Roadster in the opposite
direction with the nose now aimed at the concrete wall along
the inside of the track. Another quick correction brought the
Hoosier shod rear wheels onto the damp track side grass
which resulted in a complete loss of grip and traction and
sent the Roadster into two long 360’s that she came out of
facing in the correct direction with the engine running.
Once the Roadster was back at the ‘paddock on the corner’
the crew began the task of assessing any damages incurred
and with daylight slipping away they set about removing,
repairing and replacing any damaged part of the suspension.
With the next qualifying session set for 2:10 Wednesday,
available work time was short and fast paced.

With only a four speed gearbox in the Roadster, the entry
from Orlando was already at a disadvantage on the long
straights of the Road America circuit versus the five speed
gearboxes of the Acura’s and the Mazda’s. This limitation
was magnified by the fact that now the Roadster only had
three forward gears available and fourth wasn’t one of them.

The qualifying sessions for Wednesday and Thursday were
hampered by rain and cold temperatures. The latter day’s

At the drop of the green flag the thirty two competitors
screamed along the front straight and past the start/finish
continued on page 6
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gained it back through the curves and corners. He drove his
way past several of the other competitors on the track and
picked up additional places as other cars succumbed to their
own mechanical maladies. Then it was over, the checkered
flag shown, the racers crossed the start/finish line. One more
circuit of Road America for a cool down and for the Roadster
a return to the ‘paddock on the corner’ where a small group
of family and friends waited.

continued from page 5

And in the end fifty years of advancing automotive technology was too much to overcome. But the winner is not always
the first car to cross the finish line. There are many kinds of
victories and many ways to claim victory. For the Roadster it
was a victory to have qualified for and been invited to race.
For Curt and Jonathon and the others of the support staff it
was a victory to have the Roadster up and running for every
practice and qualifying session. For Sid Collins the victory
was running a good, clean, hard race and rolling the Roadster
into the trailer undamaged at the end of a long week.

line. For forty minutes they hammered down the straights;
the ‘Hurry Downs’, the ‘Kettle Downs’, and the ‘Road
America Straight’. Braking and downshifting into the turns;
the ‘Moraine Sweep’, the Carousel’, ‘Canada Corner’ and
the hard down hill lefty known only as ‘Turn 8’.
Lap after lap Sid piloted the clutchless Porsche with a
passion and a determination to cross the finish line at race
end. He lost ground on those long Road America straights,

ZONEFEST 2014 - May 23-25
by Alan Winer

Despite record temperatures in the upper nineties and humidity
that exhausted you before 10AM, ten FOG members (Janis and
myself, John and Jan Reker, Jim and Cathy Voss, Charlie and
Lauren Fizer, Dan and Neila Bird) attended the PCA ZoneFest at the historic Lakeside Inn in Mount Dora.The event was
organized by the Florida Citrus Region to celebrate their 40th
annversary.
On Saturday morning all cars participated in the People’s Choice
Concours which was held on the front lawn of the inn. Our 356s
were placed proudly in the front row. In the afternoon a curvy
tour of the country side was planned and led by Jan Reker. A
keg party on the Inn’s porch sponsored by the Northam Collection was awaiting us upon our return. Sunday an autocross was
held in Travares and the banquet and awards presentation was
that evening.
FOG award recipients were: People’s Choice Concours- Best
of Show Dan & Neila Bird, Best of Class (356) Alan Winer/
Janis Croft. Autocross award recipients in the 356 class were:
1st Place tire smoking Jim Voss and 2nd Place John Reker.
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Classified Ads

All the known sales literature
on the Porsche 356, including
paint numbers, Spyder brochures,
a rare look at the 917, Carrera RS,
Marine & Aircraft Engines, Rotorcycle,
A, B & C Accessory Books and the
early Speedster. Double autographed
by Susann Miller and Richard Merritt.
320 pages, hardcover, b&w reproduction.
www.porschebooks.org to review book.
Email Susann with questions:
susannart@aol.com
REGULAR PRICE: $75
SPECIAL PRICE TO FOG MEMBERS:
$50 includes shipping

Personal classified ads are free to FOG members and
members of other regional 356 clubs. “Commercial”
Classified: Please visit www.356FOG.com/AdRates.
html for rates and additional information. We will run
the ad as many times as you wish, but you must request
each renewal. Otherwise, we will assume the item has
been sold.
WANTED: I would like to purchase a 356 driver B coupe
(beater). Earlier or later would also be satisfactory if the
price is right. Contact Don Sanford at 352-390-0692 or
DonandMary@Atlantic.net

Send your check or money order to:
Susann Miller,
340 12th Avenue, South
Naples, FL 34102
or call: 239-821-8281 for credit card orders

Use the MESSAGE BOARD
The message board is an alternative way to post Sale and WTB items that will
remain on the board as opposed to having to be renewed every issue. Additionally,
this is a great venue for asking technical advice or requesting resource information.
We encourage you to use and view the board often. In order to prevent spammers,
there will be one universal password for access. Contact jlcfog@gmail.com for
password. If you want to post or reply, you will also need to personally register
following the site instructions. Save your registration info for future postings.

Send any Message Board or website questions to Janis Croft,
jlcfog@gmail.com
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Regional News
Northeast Florida Group
by Jim Voss

Stepping outside, we entered the “Museum,” which contains
many pristine cars including:

For their April event, the Northeast Chapter of FOG traveled
to Keystone Heights, Florida to see the eclectic car collection of Bob and Carol Bates.

1954 Speedster (103rd one produced)
1971 911T upgraded to 2.8L twin plug
1974 XKE Jag convertible
1961 190 SL Mercedes (Bob’s first project car)
1965 Volkswagen
1960 Austin Healey BJ7, currently at the paint shop

Bob had a dental practice in Nebraska until moving to Florida to join the faculty at UF about 30 years ago. Five years
later, they moved to a beautiful home on Lake Santa Fe to
provide room for their growing car collection. Since retiring four years ago, Bob has added on to the garage twice,
tripling the original garage size. Bob and Carol, his friend
Carl Register and new members Paul and Kay Daly greeted
our caravan as we arrived, invited us for breakfast, and then
a tour of the garages.

Those of us who have inherited the car-gene know it’s incurable and are always searching for the next car. Bob is currently looking for a Morgan.

The first garage houses a 1959 MGA twin cam, a 1955
Jag XK 140 mc competition, Carl’s 356 Porsche twin grill
sunroof coupe and Carol’s 1960 corvette. Walk through
a door and you are in the work room in which you find a
gorgeous 1962 Sunbeam Tiger, Carl’s ’64 356 “outlaw in
progress,” the MGA twin cam engine being assembled by
Carl and Bob, and many tools and fabricating equipment.

After leaving Bob’s impressive collection, we drove to the
Blue Water Bay Restaurant in Melrose for lunch and then
headed for home, green with envy. Thanks Bob and Carol
for hosting a spectacular day!
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Northeast Florida Group continued
Our May meeting was held at John and Harriet Lovejoy’s
cabin on Black Creek during a never ending rain. One 356
braved the weather. Thanks to John for cooking all of us a
great breakfast of pancakes, eggs and sausages.

Southwest Florida Group

Southeast Florida Group

By Connie Schmitt

by Randy Gananathan

We meet at the First Watch restaurant in Lakewood Ranch
on the last Saturday of each month. There were 15 people
there in April, which was amazing as the snowbird season is
about done. The group picture on the cover does not show an
overflow table around the corner.

We met for our 2nd breakfast at our previous location in
Delray Beach on a cloudy Saturday on May 3rd with forecast
calling for rain. Two 356’s braved the weather and it turned
out to be a nice day with no rain in the end. Here is a photo
of the five members and two cars that made it. Our group has
changed our meeting place to Cucina dell’ Arte, 257 Royal
Poinciana Way, Palm Beach, FL and will continue to meet at
9:00 am the first Saturday of the month.

Photograph by C. Schmitt

Southeast Florida Group Sponsors Tech Session in Delray Beach on “Brakes for 356s”
by Gary Resnick

On May 10th a tech session at German Auto World in Delray
Beach was held. The subject was brakes but others brought
forth lots of questions on other topics. Joe Barmichael (the
owner) is very knowledgable on these old 356s as well as
numerous other types of cars. He has been in business over
30 years.
We had some 10 members and lots of nice cars. Coffee and
cookies were served in the morning to keep us going. This is
the third time that German Auto World has let us come for a
tech session. Joe enjoys our toys and it shows! Thank you
Joe for your joy of having us there. In any case, a nice time
was had and we all enjoyed looking and seeing other 356s
in one place.
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FOGlight Editor
8311 C.R. 208
St. Augustine, FL 32092

Bob and Carol Bates’ 1954 Speedster (103rd produced).

Photograph by J. Croft
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